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PERSONALITY 

The Rat is meticulous and charismatic.  The 

Rat could also be scheming and over-

ambitious at times.  Famous people born in 

the year of Rat include George Washington 

and William Shakesphere. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A fairly good year.  A good year to break 

away from the difficult times last year.  

Could enjoy status and authority in work-

place.  

1924 (甲子), 1936 (丙子), 1948 (戊子),  

1960 (庚子), 1972 (壬子), 1984 (甲子),  

1996 (丙子), 2008 (戊子) 

RAT 鼠鼠鼠鼠 OX 牛牛牛牛 
1925 (乙丑), 1937 (丁丑), 1949 (己丑), 

1961 (辛丑), 1973 (癸丑), 1985 (乙丑), 

1997 (丁丑), 2009 (己丑) 

PERSONALITY 

The Ox is intelligent, trustworthy and self-

confident.  It is also methodical, helpful and 

hardworking.  The Ox could also be stubborn 

and demanding at times.  Famous people 

born in the Year of Ox include Barack 

Obama and Walt Disney. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A year of mixed fortunes.  Consider your 

options wisely before you act.  Take care of 

health. 
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PERSONALITY 

The Tiger symbolises power, passion and courage.  

It has a rebellious and unpredictable character.  The 

Tiger can be quick-tempered, reckless and impa-

tient at times.  Famous people born in the Year of 

Tiger include Kofi Annan, Tom Cruise and Victo-

ria Beckham. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A year of mixed fortunes.  Wealth luck is relatively 

better than the previous year.  The Tigers have ca-

reer advancement and promotion opportunities. 

1926 (丙寅), 1938 (戊寅), 1950 (庚寅),  

1962 (壬寅), 1974 (甲寅), 1986 (丙寅),  

1998 (戊寅) 

TIGER 虎虎虎虎 

PERSONALITY 

The Rabbit symbolises graciousness and kindness.  

It is soft-spoken and it has an amiable and compas-

sionate character.  The Rabbit is also moody, senti-

mental and opportunistic at times.  Famous people 

born in the Year of Rabbit include Tiger Woods, Jet 

Li and Gordon Brown.  

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

Romance luck dips.  If you miss the chance to enter 

a relationship with someone whom you like in the 

previous year, it would be even more difficult this 

year.  Romance may not work out well but there 

could be instances of unexpected wealth (偏财). 

1927 (丁卯), 1939 (己卯), 1951 (辛卯),  

1963 (癸卯), 1975 (乙卯), 1987 (丁卯),  

1999 (己卯)  

RABBIT 兔兔兔兔 

PERSONALITY 

The Dragon is magnanimous and full of vitality 

and strength.  It is attractive and zealous.  The 

Dragon can also be arrogant and demanding at 

times.  Famous people born in the Year of Dragon 

include PM Lee Hsien Loong, Bruce Lee and 

Keanu Reeves. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

Enjoying the good luck in Rat Year 2008, the 

Dragon must not be arrogant and complacent.  The 

Dragon will enjoy support and assistance from the 

opposite sex but will face more competition this 

year.  Employ your intelligence and charismatic 

demeanour to tackle obstacles. 

1928 (戊辰), 1940 (庚辰), 1952 (壬辰),  

1964 (甲辰), 1976 (丙辰), 1988 (戊辰),  

2000 (庚辰)  

DRAGON 龙龙龙龙 

PERSONALITY 

The Snake is wise, graceful and a deep thinker.  It 

is calm and sometimes religious.  The Snake can 

also be distrustful and a loner who keeps things to 

himself.  Famous people born in the Year of Snake 

include Abraham Lincoln and J.K. Rowling. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

The Snake will enjoy good luck this year.  This 

year is a vibrant and productive year for the Snake.  

Do not overwork or stress yourself too much.  

1929 (己巳), 1941 (辛巳), 1953 (癸巳),  

1965 (乙巳), 1977 (丁巳), 1989 (己巳),  

2001 (辛巳)  

SNAKE 蛇蛇蛇蛇 
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PERSONALITY 

The Horse is cheerful, quick-witted and popular.  It 

has raw sex appeal rather than straight good looks.  

The Horse is independent but his changeable char-

acter may lead him to be hot-tempered and impul-

sive.  Famous people born in the Year of the Horse 

include Theodore Roosevelt, Neil Armstrong and 

Helmut Schmidt. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A much better year than last year.  This is a year to 

realign your plans and take things in good stride.  

Overall, a vibrant year for the Horse and wealth 

luck is on its way. 

1930 (庚午), 1942 (壬午), 1954 (甲午),  

1966 (丙午), 1978 (戊午), 1990 (庚午),  

2002 (壬午) 

HORSE 马马马马 

PERSONALITY 

The Goat is known for its gentle and compassionate 

character.  It is righteous, sincere and mild-

mannered.  The Goat can also be pessimistic and 

emotional.  Famous people born in the Year of Goat 

include Chow Yun-Fat, Bill Gates and Zhang Ziyi. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A direct clash with the Ox implies a difficult and 

challenging year for the Goat.  It could also mean 

experiencing more stress from more intense compe-

tition.  A clash signifies movement as well.  Job 

movement, migration or relocation is likely to take 

place. 

1931 (辛未), 1943 (癸未), 1955 (乙未),  

1967 (丁未), 1979 (己未), 1991 (辛未),  

2003 (癸未) 

GOAT 羊羊羊羊 

PERSONALITY 

The Monkey is lively, inventive, witty and intelli-

gent.  However, the Monkey can also be egoistic, 

selfish and manipulative.  Famous people born in 

the Year of Monkey include Leonardo Da Vinci 

and Steven Gerrard. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A moderate year for the Monkey.  This year will 

see less productivity and vibrancy as compared to 

the previous year.  Grab opportunities as they come 

along.  Spend more time with the family.  

1932 (壬申), 1944 (甲申), 1956 (丙申),  

1968 (戊申), 1980 (庚申), 1992 (壬申),  

2004 (甲申) 

MONKEY 猴猴猴猴 

PERSONALITY 

The Rooster is hardworking, resourceful and confi-

dent.  It can also be talkative, opinionated and criti-

cal.  Famous people born in the Year of Rooster 

include Osama bin Laden and Lin Jun Jie. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

The Rooster enjoys good luck this year.  Support 

and assistance from other people are abundant.  

You could also reap rewards from the seeds that 

you have sowed. 

1933 (癸酉), 1945 (乙酉), 1957 (丁酉),  

1969 (己酉), 1981 (辛酉), 1993 (癸酉),  

2005 (乙酉)  

ROOSTER    鸡鸡鸡鸡 
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PERSONALITY 

The Dog is faithful, honest, responsible and loyal.  

The Dog could also be lazy and quarrelsome at 

times.  Famous people born in the Year of Dog 

include Sir Winston Churchill and Elvis Presley. 

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A year of uncertainties for the Dog.  Beware of 

hidden threats.  Take care of health.  May experi-

ence health problems related to the digestive sys-

tem and stomach. 

1934 (甲戌), 1946 (丙戌), 1958 (戊戌),  

1970 (庚戌), 1982 (壬戌), 1994 (甲戌),  

2006 (丙戌) 

DOG 狗狗狗狗 

PERSONALITY 

The Pig is peace-loving, simple, gallant and intelli-

gent.  The Pig could also be naive, over-reliant and 

materialistic at times.  Famous people born in the 

Year of Pig include Alfred Hitchcock and Arnold 

Schwarzenegger.  

 

OVERALL LUCK IN OX YEAR 2009 

A year of mixed fortunes.  Think before you act.  

Avoid being engaged in arguments and quarrels.  

Beware of legal entanglements. 

1935 (乙亥), 1947 (丁亥), 1959 (己亥),  

1971 (辛亥), 1983 (癸亥), 1995 (乙亥),  

2007 (丁亥) 

PIG 猪猪猪猪  
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By CHANG Consultancy 

Phone: (65) 6775 1638 
E-mail: enquiry@ProsperWithFengShui.com 
Website: www.ProsperWithFengShui.com 

 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

FENG SHUI AUDIT FOR A CONTEMPORARY HOME 

Other Professional Services Available: 
 

• Feng Shui Audit  阳宅风水服务 

• Destiny Analysis  个人八字分析 

• Select Auspicious Dates 看八字择吉日 

• Select Auspicious Location 吉祥地点选择  

• Select Auspicious Number 吉祥号码选择 

• Select Auspicious Logo 标志设计选择 

• Courses & Seminars 玄学课程论坛 

CONTACT US TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT NOW! 
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About CHANG Consultancy   永昌风水永昌风水永昌风水永昌风水    

 

CHANG Consultancy 永昌风水永昌风水永昌风水永昌风水 is one of the leading Feng Shui and Ba Zi (八字) consulting firms 

in Singapore.  We take pride in providing practical, effective and yet contemporary Feng Shui solu-

tions to our valued clients.  Our Principal Consultant, Mr. Lim Eng Cheong (林永昌林永昌林永昌林永昌), is best known 

for his application of Feng Shui techniques in a subtle yet contemporary and powerful way.  

 

Delivering talks, seminars and courses on Chinese metaphysical studies is also one of our fortes.  We 

deliver Feng Shui and Ba Zi talks, seminars and courses to corporations as well as to individuals who 

are keen to gain a deeper understanding into Chinese metaphysics and its applications. 

 

Our professional approach to Ba Zi (八字) / Destiny analysis and Feng Shui consulting sets us apart 

from conventional practices and puts us in a foremost position to give a new meaning to harmonious 

and quality living.  


